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9 Abstract Photo catalytic reduction of carbon dioxide by water or artificial pho-
10 tosynthesis to yield hydrocarbons (methane and methanol, etc., termed ‘‘solar

11 fuels’’) is being studied extensively, with the twin objectives of developing an

12 effective means of limiting atmospheric CO2 levels and evolving a sustainable

13 alternative route for production of fuels and chemicals. This short review covers the

14 origin and thermodynamic and kinetic features of the process, the basic photocat-

15 alytic principles involved, the rationale behind the choice of different catalysts and

16 their performance, the effect of process conditions, the effect of the structural and

17 photophysical properties of the different catalysts on their performance, mechanistic

18 pathways, surface transformations, challenges involved in the practical application

19 of the process, and future directions for research.
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24 Heterogeneous photocatalysis

25 The consistent study of photo catalytic reactions was initiated in 1970s. The concept

26 and the term ‘‘heterogeneous photocatalysis’’ were introduced and developed in

27 Lyon to describe the partial oxidation of alkanes and olefinic hydrocarbons.

28 Heterogeneous photocatalysis is defined as ‘‘a catalytic process during which one or

29 more reaction steps occur by means of electron–hole pairs photogenerated on the

30 surface of semiconducting materials illuminated by light of suitable energy’’ [1].

31 This pathway differs from the usual thermal reaction sequence and leads to reaction

32 product selectivity patterns different from those of thermal or catalyzed reactions.

33 Principles and elementary steps

34 The electronic structure of bulk solids is best described by the classical band theory

35 of solids. The two outermost energy levels, called as valence band (VB) and

36 conduction band (CB), are responsible for solid-state properties, conductivity, and

37 reactivity. The highest energy band, in which all energy levels are occupied by

38 electrons, is called the VB, whereas the CB is the lowest energy band without

39 electrons. The energy interval (DEg) between the VB and CB is the ‘‘band gap’’,

40 which is the characteristic for the electronic structure of a semiconductor.

41 According to the band gap model (Scheme 1) for photocatalysis proposed by

42 Demeestere et al. [2], VB electrons are transferred to the CB when the

43 semiconductor is illuminated with photons of energy equal to or higher than the

44 band gap, creating electron–hole pairs (1). After migration to the semiconductor

45 surface (2), electron–hole pairs may participate in redox reactions with adsorbed

46 surface species having suitable redox potentials (3). Thermodynamically, VB holes

47 can oxidize adsorbed species if the redox potential of the VB is more positive than

48 that of the adsorbed species. Similarly, CB electrons can reduce adsorbed species if

49 they have a higher negative redox potential than that of adsorbed species. In the

50 absence of such reactions with the surface species, electron–hole pair recombination

51 occurs with release of thermal energy and/or light (4).

52 The rate of a photo catalytic reaction especially depends on the type of photo

53 catalytic semiconductor and on the light radiation used in for initiation [3]. Other

54 factors that affect a photo catalytic reaction are:

55 • the pH of the medium with which the semiconductor surface is in contact;

56 • the concentration of the substrate affecting the reaction kinetics;

57 • the stream of photons, because oversupply of light accelerates electron–hole

58 recombination; and

59 • the temperature, because higher temperatures cause frequent collisions between

60 semiconductor and substrate.

61 Applications of photocatalysis

62 A variety of applications, ranging from anti-fogging, anti-microbe, and self-

63 cleaning surfaces, to water and air purification and solar induced hydrogen
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64 production, have been developed, and many of these have been used in

65 commercial products. However, extensive research continues to further optimize

66 this technology and to widen the range of potential applications, especially in the

67 following areas:

68 • Conversion of water into hydrogen gas by photo catalytic water splitting.
69 The ultimate target of water splitting is to provide clean H2 fuel by utilization of

70 solar energy. Extremely efficient solar splitting of water has been reported for

71 the photovoltaic–photoelectrolytic device of Khaselev and Turner and for the

72 photovoltaic–electrolytic device of Licht [4].

73 • Conversion of carbon dioxide into hydrocarbons by use of water.
74 In this case, photocatalysis provides a way of mimicking photosynthesis by

75 using a semiconductor catalyst to absorb and utilize solar energy to convert CO2

76 into fuels and chemicals.

77 • Application of illuminated semiconductors for remediation of contaminants has

78 been used successfully for a wide variety of compounds, for example alkanes,

79 aliphatic alcohols, aliphatic carboxylic acids, alkenes, phenols, aromatic

80 carboxylic acids, and dyes, polychlorinated biphenyls, simple aromatic

81 compounds, halogenated alkanes and alkenes, surfactants, and pesticides, and

82 for reductive deposition of heavy metals (e.g., Pt4?, Au3?, Rh3?, Cr(VI)) from

83 aqueous solution on to surfaces [5].

84 • Use of titanium dioxide in self-cleaning glass. Free radicals generated from TiO2

85 oxidize organic matter. photo catalytic surfaces have the potential to act against

86 a variety of air pollutants and odors, for example microbes, volatile organic

87 compounds (VOCs), formaldehyde, ammonia, and inorganic gaseous sub-

88 stances, for example oxides of nitrogen or sulfur (NOX, SOX).

89 • Disinfection of water by titanium dioxide photocatalysis.

Scheme 1 Schematic representation of the ‘‘band gap model’’ (1) photo-induced electron–hole pair
creation; (2) charge migration to the surface; (3) redox reactions; (4) recombination. VB and CB represent
the valence band and conduction band, respectively (reproduced from Ref. [2], with permission from
Taylor and Francis; copyright 2007)
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90 Components used with the photocatalyst

91 In addition to the photocatalyst, whose primary function is to absorb light energy,

92 several other components can, depending on the application, be added to modify the

93 photocatalyst system and improve overall efficiency [6].

94 photo catalytic systems based on semiconductors and sensitizers

95 The large group of the light-sensitive materials that have been investigated as

96 photocatalysts includes fairly wide-band semiconductors, mostly metal oxides that

97 absorb UV light. One method of extending their light sensitivity to the visible region

98 of the spectrum is to use colored substances and/or dyes or sensitizers (Scheme 2).

99 Sensitization by light harvesting dyes and macrocyclic ligands, for example

100 phthalocyanins (Pcs) and porphyrins (Prs), involves transfer of photogenerated

101 electrons directly into the CB of the semiconductor, TiO2 in this example [7, 8].

102 Such macrocyclic ligands are good candidates for sensitization because of their high

103 absorption coefficient in the visible region of the solar spectrum and good chemical

104 stability. Because photoelectrons are directly transferred to the CB of titania,

105 charge-carrier separation is very effective. Pr–titania composites have excellent

106 activity in photo-catalytic degradation of rhodamine-B by visible light and titania

107 containing Fe–Pr is active in the UV range [9, 10]. Zhihuan et al. [11] and Shaohua

108 et al. [12]. observed that Pcs containing Zn and Co prepared by the sol–gel

109 technique were active in photo catalytic reduction of CO2. A few more examples are

110 described in the section ‘‘Titania dispersed on different meso/nano porous and

111 macrocyclic matrices’’.

112 photo catalytic systems based on semiconductor hetero structures

113 In binary systems based on narrow-band and wide-band semiconductors, absorption

114 of visible light by the narrow-band component leads to the injection of an electron

115 into the wide-band semiconductor. The hole remains spatially separated from the

116 electron and interacts with the electron donor (Scheme 3).

Scheme 2 Operation of a photo
catalytic system based on metal–
semiconductor structures and a
dye-sensitizer for release of
hydrogen from water. S0, S1,
and S? are the sensitizer in the
ground, excited, and one-
electron oxidized states of the
dye, respectively (reproduced
from Ref. [6], with permission
from Springer Science and
Business Media; copyright
2009)
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117 An elegant example of hetero-structured semiconductors or coupled semicon-

118 ductors is the Cu2O–TiO2 system (Fig. 1) developed by Huang et al. [13]. Cu2O, with

119 a band gap of 2.0 eV, is a typical narrow-band semiconductor with both CBs and

120 VBs located above those of TiO2, a state which thermodynamically favours transfer

121 of excited electrons and holes between them. This state of energy levels facilitates all

122 four charge-transfer processes indicated in Fig. 1, in the UV and visible regions.

123 Whereas processes 1 and 2 can proceed with UV and visible radiation, processes 3

124 and 4 require UV radiation. All four processes together constitute a highly effective

125 coupled semiconductor system, with very high efficiency. Hetero structures with 30

126 and 70 % Cu2O, both under UV and visible irradiation, are 6 and 27 times more

127 active, respectively, than the base material, P25 [13].

128 Examples are known wherein narrow-band semiconductors, for example PbS,

129 CdS, and CdSe, are used to form effective hetero structures with TiO2 [14–16].

130 Inherent drawbacks with such systems are photo-corrosion and charge–carrier

131 recombination. In such cases electron donors, for example sulfide or sulfite, are

132 added as hole scavengers.

133 Photocatalyst systems based on semiconductors doped with metal cations

134 The doping of wide-band semiconductors with transition metals creates local states

135 in the forbidden band. Excitation of electrons from those local states by visible light

136 leads to transfer of electrons into the CB (Scheme 4).

137 Doped metals act as electron traps, facilitating charge separation and preventing

138 recombination. Experimental evidence of this effect was presented by Anpo and

139 Takeuchi [19] in their studies on Pt loaded on TiO2. As shown in Fig. 2, pure titania,

140 when irradiated with UV light, gives ESR signals attributed to Ti3? formed by the

141 photogenerated electrons. On loading the TiO2 with Pt, the intensity of the ESR

142 signal from Ti3? falls sharply, because of transfer of electrons from titania to Pt.

143 The holes remain in the TiO2, resulting in charge separation.

144 The effect of metal ion doping on the characteristics of titania, and improvements

145 observed in photo catalytic activity for a variety of reactions have been studied

146 extensively [17–27]. A comprehensive study on the effects of the doping of 21

Scheme 3 Spatial separation of
the photogenerated charges in
the CdS/TiO2 hetero-structure
and the formation of hydrogen
during the action of visible light
(reproduced from Ref. [6], with
permission from Springer
Science and Business Media;
copyright 2009)
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Scheme 4 Operation of the
photo catalytic system for the
release of hydrogen from an
aqueous solution of electron
donor D with participation of
titanium dioxide doped with
Ni2? (TiO2:Ni2?) (reproduced
from Ref. [6], with permission
from Springer Science and
Business Media; copyright
2009)

Fig. 1 Photo-generation and
separation of charge carriers in
Cu2O–TiO2 hetero-structure in
the UV and visible regions
(reproduced from Ref. [13],
with permission from Elsevier;
copyright 2009)

Fig. 2 Growth of ESR signal
intensity (at 77 K) of the photo-
formed Ti3? active site on
Pt-loaded and unloaded TiO2

(reproduced from Ref. [19],
with permission from Elsevier;
copyright 2003)
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147 metal ions on titania has been reported by Choi et al. [23]. who observed that doping

148 significantly affects photo-reactivity in the degradation of CHCl3, charge carrier

149 recombination rates, and interfacial electron-transfer rates. Doping titania with

150 Fe3?, Mo5?, Ru3?, Os3?, Re5?, V4?, and Rh31 at 0.1–0.5 at.% significantly

151 increases photo catalytic activity in both oxidation and reduction reactions whereas

152 doping with Co3? and Al3? reduces activity. Photo-reactivity increases with the

153 relative concentration of trapped charge carriers and seems to be a complex function

154 of the dopant concentration, the energy level of dopants within the TiO2 lattice, their

155 ‘‘d’’ electronic configuration, the distribution of dopants, the electron donor

156 concentration, and the intensity of the light.

157 Photocatalyst systems based on semiconductors doped with anions

158 One approach to narrowing of the forbidden band in oxide semiconductors is partial

159 substitution of the oxygen by other elements (nitrogen, carbon, and sulfur), which

160 makes it possible to realize ‘‘band design’’, i.e., intentional shift of the VB of the

161 photocatalyst by virtue of the fact that the p orbitals of the impurity are situated in

162 the VB above the p orbitals of the oxygen, thereby narrowing the forbidden band

163 without substantially moving the bottom of the CB (Scheme 5).

164 Introduction of anions of N and S into TiO2 results in narrowing of the band gap

165 because of mixing of the p states of dopants (N, S) with oxygen 2p states in the

166 valance band of TiO2 and creation of impurity states above the VB of titania [7, 8].

167 Such changes in the electronic structure of TiO2 facilitate visible light absorption.

168 Although several anions of C, N, F, P, and S have been used for doping titania,

169 studies on doping with nitrogen has been predominant [17–22]. According to Asahi

170 et al. [28, 29] substitutional doping is possible by mixing the 2p states of oxygen

171 from titania with the 2p states of N, resulting in intra-band states which, in turn, can

172 effectively narrow the band gap, thereby facilitating use of visible light. Interstitial-

173 type doping is found to be ineffective.

Scheme 5 Operation of the
photo catalytic system for
release of hydrogen from an
aqueous solution of electron
donor D with participation of
titanium dioxide doped with
nitrogen (TiO2:N) (reproduced
from Ref. [6], with permission
from Springer Science and
Business Media; copyright
2009)
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174 In contrast, Valentin et al. [30, 31] propose absorption of nitrogen in the

175 substitutional state as more effective in the formation of localized levels within the

176 band gap and conclude that both substitutional and interstitial nitrogen may exist

177 with energy levels as shown in Fig. 3, depending on the preparation conditions. Two

178 N 1s XPS peaks observed for N-doped titania, one at 396 eV for substitutional

179 nitrogen species and the other at 400 eV for interstitial nitrogen species lend

180 credence to this theory [18]. Although assignment of the XPS peak at 396 eV for

181 substitutional N species has been corroborated by other researchers [32–34] there is

182 raging controversy over the proposed peak from interstitial N species at 400 eV,

183 which has been attributed to different species, for example N–O–Ti–O or O–N–Ti–O

184 [35, 36].

185 The main features of these modifications and implications for the properties of

186 titania, applicable in any typical semiconductor, are summarized in Table 1.

187 Mitigation of carbon dioxide

188 CO2—the greenhouse gas

189 CO2 occurs in nature and serves as source of carbon for photosynthesis of plants and

190 crops. It is present in the atmosphere with a volumetric concentration of 0.039 %

191 (389 parts per million by volume, ppmv). Emission of carbon dioxide into the

192 atmosphere, released mainly during burning of fossil fuels, is one of the most

193 serious problems with regard to the greenhouse effect. All human activity generates

194 approximately 37 billion tons (37 Gt) of CO2 emissions each year, with

195 approximately 30 Gt of this coming from energy-related emissions.

196 Total emissions were less than 25 Gt 20 years ago. In the current scenario,

197 emissions are projected to rise to over 50 Gt 20 years from now. Burning 1 t of

198 carbon in fossil fuels releases more than 3.5 t of carbon dioxide [37]. The Earth’s

199 surface temperature has risen by approximately 0.6 K in the past century, with

200 particularly significant warming trends and changes in weather conditions over the

Fig. 3 Schematic energy level diagram for nitrogen-substituted TiO2 (the bare semiconductor absorbs
UV radiation and localized energy levels of nitrogen above the VB facilitate absorption of visible light)
(reproduced from Ref. [30], a Hindawi Publishing Corporation-open journal)
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201 past two decades. Hence CO2 reduction and management (capture, storage, and

202 sequestration) has become a crucial issue in controlling global warming.

203 Approaches toward reduction of CO2 emission

204 Reduction in CO2 emissions can be achieved by three different approaches [22]:

205 1 Efficient use of carbon-based energy sources,

206 2 Use of alternative or carbon-free energy sources,

207 3 Use of post-treatment carbon capture technology.

208 Although efforts on all three approaches are being pursued globally, carbon

209 capture technology is gaining prominence. In carbon capture, CO2 is removed from

210 industrial flue gas by a gas-separation process before release to the atmosphere.

211 Captured and stored CO2 could be recycled by conversion into useful chemicals and

212 fuels.

213 Carbon sequestration

214 Carbon sequestration (storage) is the isolation of carbon dioxide (CO2) from the

215 Earth’s atmosphere. Sequestration could be highly important in preventing

216 continued CO2 build up in the atmosphere.

217 Geological sequestration involves storing CO2 underground in rock formations

218 that can retain large quantities of CO2 for long periods of time. The CO2 would be

219 held in small pore spaces inherent in rocks. It is possible that CO2 injection into coal

220 seams and mature oil fields could assist in the extraction of coal bed methane or oil

Table 1 Implications of different modifications in titania

Modification Implications and/or mode of action

Doping with metals/metal ions Act as electron traps and facilitate charge-carrier separation

Introduce impurity states and induce visible light absorption

Absorb visible light via surface plasmon resonance

Doping with anions Narrowing of band gap because of mixing of p states of dopants

(N, S) with O 2p states in the valance band of TiO2

Introduce impurity states above the VB of titania

Both states induce visible light absorption

Coupling with semiconductors A narrow band gap semiconductor, with appropriate energy

levels, absorbs visible light and transfers excited electrons into

the CB of titania. UV light source not needed

Besides visible light activity, effective separation of charge

carriers is achieved

Sensitization with light harvesting

components and/or dyes

Light-absorbing components can absorb visible light and inject

photo-excited electrons into the CB of titania

Besides visible light activity, effective separation of charge

carriers is achieved

Photo catalytic reduction of CO2
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221 that would otherwise be left in the ground, which could help offset the costs of

222 sequestration.

223 Other carbon-capture technology

224 Currently, technology such as gas absorption by chemical solvents, permeation

225 through membranes, cryogenic distillation, and gas adsorption by solid sorbents are

226 available for the capture of CO2 from flue gas. However these are not economically

227 feasible [22].

228 CO2 conversion

229 Because CO2 is the most oxidized form of carbon, only chemical transformation at

230 normal energies could possibly reduce it. A wide range of CO2 conversion

231 techniques are under investigation [38]; there include:

232 (i) Chemical reduction by metals at relatively at high temperatures233

2Mg + CO2 ! 2MgO + C ð1Þ

235235 Snþ 2CO2 ! SnO2 þ 2CO ð2Þ

237237 2Naþ CO2 ! Na2C2O4 ð3Þ

239239

240 (ii) Thermochemical conversion241

CO2 �!Ce4þ; T [ 900 �C
CO + 1/2O2 ð4Þ

243243
244 (iii) Radiochemical method245

CO2 �!c�Radiation
HCOOH, HCHO ð5Þ

247247

248 (iv) Photo-chemical conversion249

CO2�!
hm

CO, HCHO; HCOOH ð6Þ

251251

252 (v) Biochemical conversion253

CO2 þ 4H2 �!
Bacteria

CH4 + 2H2O ð7Þ

254255 The bacteria Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum can be immobilized in a

256 fixed bed or on hollow fibers; feeding stoichiometric ratio for the reaction achieves

257 80 % of the theoretical yield.

258 (vi) Electrochemical conversion259

CO2 þ xe� þ xHþ �!eV
CO, HCOOH, COOHð Þ2 ð8Þ
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261261

262 (vii) Biophotochemical conversion

263 The ‘‘bio’’ part of the energy consists in the catalysis and information content of

264 an enzyme:

CO2 þ oxoglutaric acid�!hm
isocitric acid ð9Þ

266266

267 (viii) Electrophotochemical conversion268

CO2 þ 2e� + 2Hþ �!hm; eV
CO + 2H2O ð10Þ

269270 Conventional catalytic reduction of CO2 to chemicals (formic acid, methanol,

271 methane, etc.) by use of external hydrogen is feasible [39] but hydrogen has to be

272 produced via renewable resources to render it viable and sustainable.

273 photo catalytic CO2 reduction

274 The challenge

275 The CO2 reduction process is thermodynamically uphill, as illustrated by its

276 standard free energy of formation (DG� = -394.359 kJ/mol) [40]. Economical

277 CO2 fixation is possible only if renewable energy, for example solar energy, is used

278 as the energy source. Equally difficult is the reduction and/or splitting of water to

279 yield hydrogen and, hence, requires a similar combination of activation steps. The

280 most ideal and desirable process would then be simultaneous reduction of CO2 and

281 water to yield hydrocarbons, which is, essentially, artificial photosynthesis.

282 The utilization of solar energy via chemical storage can be achieved by photo

283 catalytic or photoelectrochemical activation of light-sensitive catalytic surfaces.

284 When the two systems are compared, the photo catalytic system is simpler, and easy

285 to construct and operate. The photo catalytic process occurs via direct absorption of

286 photons with energy greater than or equal to the band gap of the photocatalyst,

287 generating electron–hole pairs. The initial excitation and electron energy transfer to

288 the adsorbed reactants on the photocatalyst make chemical reactions in the photo

289 catalytic process possible.

290 Thermodynamics

291 There are two conceptual routes to producing renewable carbon containing fuels by

292 use of solar energy [40]:

293 • direct photoreduction of CO2 using water as a reductant; and

294 • photolysis of water to generate hydrogen and further reaction of this hydrogen

295 with carbon dioxide forming C1–C2 fuels.

Photo catalytic reduction of CO2
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296 The first route, which mimics natural photosynthesis, is the preferred one. Water

297 splitting and carbon dioxide reduction processes take place simultaneously on the

298 photocatalyst/co-catalyst surface, and the thermodynamic requirements of these

299 processes put constraints on the band gap of the materials used as photocatalysts.

300 Hydrogen formation from water involves a free energy change (DG�) of 237 kJ/mol

301 and an enthalpy change (DH�) of 285 kJ/mol; the corresponding values for CO

302 formation from CO2 are 257 and 283 kJ/mol at 25 �C (1 atm). Hence, the minimum

303 energy required for water and CO2 splitting processes are 1.229 and 1.33 eV (per

304 photon) respectively. In theory, the band gap of a photocatalyst used for co-splitting

305 of CO2 and water should be at least 1.33 eV [40]. One, two, four, six, and eight

306 electron reduction potentials (vs. NHE) for CO2 reduction and H2O oxidation at

307 pH 7 and 25 �C, assuming unit activity for all gaseous and aqueous species are

308 given below [40].

310

311 Reaction Eredox
0 (V vs. NHE)312

313 2Hþ þ 2e� ! H2 -0.14 (11)

314 H2O! 1=2O2 þ 2Hþ þ 2e� -0.82 (12)

315 CO2 þ e� ! CO�2 -1.9 (13)

316 CO2 þ Hþ þ 2e� ! HCO�2 -0.49 (14)

317 CO2 þ 2e� þ 2Hþ ! CO + H2O -0.53 (15)

318 CO2 þ 4Hþ þ 4e� ! HCHO + H2O -0.48 (16)

319 CO2 þ 6Hþ þ 6e� ! CH3OH + H2O -0.38 (17)

320 CO2 þ 8Hþ þ 4e� ! CH4 + 2H2O -0.24 (18)

321322 From these equations it is clear CO2 photoreduction is not a single-step reaction.

323 Upon transfer of one electron, the structure changes from the linear to bent

324 configuration, which results in irreversible reduction [38]. Single electron transfer to

325 CO2 is also highly endergonic, because of the negative adiabatic electron affinity of

326 CO2.

327 The initial step in the photo catalytic reduction of CO2 is the generation of

328 electron–hole pairs upon absorption of photons of energy greater than or equal to the

329 band gap of the photocatalyst. The time scale of this electron–hole recombination is

330 two to three orders of magnitude faster than other electron-transfer processes.

331 Therefore, any process which inhibits electron–hole recombination would greatly

332 increase the efficiency and improve the rates of CO2 photoreduction. The kinetics of

333 CO2 photoreduction also depend upon many other factors, for example incident

334 light intensity, fraction of the incident light absorbed by the photocatalyst, specific

335 surface area of the photocatalyst absorbing the light, etc.

336 Choice of catalysts—guiding principles

337 It is essential that the photogenerated electrons should have the requisite energy, as

338 indicated by thermodynamic criteria, to facilitate the reduction of CO2. This means
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339 that the CB bottom energy level of the photocatalyst has to be more negative than

340 the energy for CO2 reduction and the VB top energy level has to be more positive

341 than the energy for oxidation of water. Thus, the choice of catalyst for CO2

342 photoreduction with water is determined by the relationship between the energy

343 levels of the CBs and VBs vis-a-vis the energies for CO2 reduction and water

344 oxidation. Pioneering studies on photoelectrocatalytic reduction of CO2 on a variety

345 of semiconducting oxides has revealed the basic criteria for catalytic activity. This

346 guiding principle was illustrated effectively by Inoue et al. [41] for the relationship

347 between the energy levels of CBs and VBs and the those of the redox couples, as

348 depicted in Fig. 4.

349 Semiconductors, for example SiC, GaP, CdS, ZnO, and TiO2, which satisfy the

350 above criteria are active in photoreduction of CO2 whereas oxides, for example

351 WO3 and SnO2, whose CB levels are below that for CO2 reduction, have failed to

352 perform. Energy levels of CB and VB versus those for redox couple and the lifetime

353 of charge carriers, prolonged by reduced rates of recombination, are the two

354 fundamental criteria to be considered for selection of the catalyst for CO2

355 photoreduction.

356 Wide band-gap semiconductors are the most suitable photocatalysts for CO2

357 reduction, because they provide sufficient negative and positive redox potentials in

358 the CBs and VBs, respectively. The disadvantage of using wide band-gap

359 semiconductors is the requirement for high energy input.

360 Although many semiconductors have smaller band gaps and absorb in the visible

361 range (e.g. CdS and Fe2O3 with band gaps of 2.4 and 2.3 eV, respectively), only a

362 few are catalytically active, because the energy levels of either the CBs or VBs are

363 unsuitable for CO2 reduction and/or water oxidation (Fig. 4). This limitation, with

364 poor photo-corrosion stability of many semiconductors, significantly limits the

365 number of potential photo catalytic materials for CO2 photoreduction.

Fig. 4 CB and VB potentials of semiconductor photocatalysts relative to energy levels of the redox
couples in water (reproduced from Ref. [40], with permission from Macmillan; copyright 1979)
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366 CO2 photoreduction: effect of process conditions

367 Effect of wavelength and light intensity

368 Semiconductors absorb light radiation with the threshold wavelength that provides

369 sufficient photon energy to overcome the band gap between the VBs and CBs. This

370 threshold wavelength, required to promote the excited state, corresponds to the

371 minimum photon energy and depends on the band gap energy; for example, for TiO2

372 anatase with band gap energy 3.2 eV it is 387.5 nm [2].

373 Irradiation using light of shorter wavelength (254 nm) is significantly more

374 effective for CO2 reduction using TiO2 than that with a longer wavelength (350 nm)

375 [42]. The wavelength (k) of the light used affects the yield of products, as observed

376 by Fan et al. [43] in their studies on N (4 % w/w) and Ni (6 % w/w) co-doped titania

377 for CO2 reduction with water. For this catalyst formulation, Fan et al. [43] observed

378 methanol yields of 482, 253.5, and 120.5 (all in lmol/g cat) for radiation of

379 wavelength 254, 365, and 400–780 nm respectively, clearly indicative of the effect

380 of the wavelength of the light used.

381 Electrons in excited states are produced via electronic transitions, the probability

382 of which depends on the intensity of the light. At low light intensities, the rate of

383 CO2 reduction increases linearly with light intensity. At mid-range light intensities

384 the photo catalytic reaction rate is dependent on the square root of light intensity,

385 and at high light intensities the rate is independent of light intensity [2].

386 Variations in the wavelength of the radiation used can also affect the rate of

387 formation of products, as observed by Liu et al. [44] with BiVO4 catalysts (Table 2).

388 Monoclinic BiVO4 was found to be more active than the tetragonal form. Selective

389 formation of ethanol is observed when 300-W UV radiation is used, with and

390 without a UV cut-off filter. With a 36-W lamp, however, both alcohols are formed at

391 nearly same rate, although overall conversion is much less.

392 Effect of reaction pressure

393 Mizuno et al. [45] observed that CO2 photoreduction with water containing

394 dispersed TiO2 increased with increasing CO2 pressure. Increasing solubility of CO2

395 in the liquid phase (water and aqueous 0.2 M NaOH solution) at elevated pressure

396 and the consequent increase in the concentration CO2 in the solution phase is

Table 2 Rates of methanol and ethanol formation with radiation of different wavelengths (reproduced

from Ref. [9], with permission from Elsevier; copyright 2009)

BiVO4 Production ratea

(lmol h-1)

300-W Xe arc lamp

with UV cut-off filter

300-W Xe arc lamp

without UV cut-off filter

36-W fluorescent

lamp

Monoclinic Ethanol 21.6 406.6 2.3

Methanol 0 0 1.8

Tetragonal Ethanol 1.1 4.9 0.6

Methanol 0 0 0.6

a The rate was determined on the basis of average production rate after irradiation for 80 min
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397 responsible for the observed increase in CO2 reduction (Fig. 5). Similar effects of

398 pressure have been observed by Hori et al. [46].

399 Effect of titania particle size, shape, and morphology

400 Kaneco et al. [47, 48] studied the photoreduction of CO2 with TiO2 powder in liquid

401 CO2 medium. Carbon dioxide has limited solubility in water. Also, reduction of

402 CO2 competes with hydrogen formation from water. To overcome this disadvantage

403 liquid CO2 has been investigated. The protonation reaction was performed by use of

404 water after the end of illumination. The reduction product was exclusively formic

405 acid. Tan et al. [49, 50] studied the photo catalytic reduction of carbon dioxide using

406 TiO2 pellets. Pellets increased contact area and adsorption capacity. The yield was

407 significant compared with thin-film coating.

408 Koci et al. [51] studied the effect of TiO2 particle size on photo catalytic reduction

409 of carbon dioxide. As particle size was reduced, higher yields of methanol and

410 methane over the TiO2 nano particles were obtained on illumination with light. The

411 optimum particle size corresponding to the highest yields of both products was 14 nm

412 (Fig. 6). For particles with crystallite sizes smaller than 14 nm, conversion dropped,

413 because of a combination of electronic (increase in recombination rates) and optical

414 effects. The observed optimum particle size was a result of competing effects of

415 specific surface area, charge-carrier dynamics, and light absorption efficiency.

416 Effect of type of photoreactor and reaction media

417 Koci et al. [52] studied the effect of reactor geometry on photoreduction of carbon

418 dioxide using two annular batch reactors. The dependence of product yield on the

419 reactor diameter and on the volume of the liquid phase confirmed that the

Fig. 5 Effect of CO2 pressure
on its photoreduction (medium,
purified water; irradiation time,
24 h; catalyst, TiO2): open
triangles CH4, open circles
C2H4, open squares C2H6

(reproduced from Ref. [44],
with permission from Elsevier;
copyright 2009)
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420 requirement of perfect mixing is difficult with the annular configuration of the

421 reactor. The highest yields from the photo catalytic reduction were achieved in a

422 configuration in which the lamp just touches the surface of the liquid in the reactor

423 and the configuration of the reactor was not annular.

424 Wu and coworkers [53] used an optical fibre reactor for photoreduction of CO2

425 with H2O using TiO2, Cu/TiO2, Ag/TiO2, Cu–Fe/TiO2–SiO2, and dye-sensitized

426 Cu–Fe/P25 coated on optical fibres. Compared with a traditional packed-bed

427 reactor, an optical fibre provides a medium to transmit light uniformly throughout a

428 reactor, which results in higher conversion (Table 3). In addition, a higher

429 processing capacity is possible because the photocatalyst can be dispersed on the

430 optical fibers with a large surface area in a given reactor volume.

431 When CO2 present in the atmosphere dissolves in water it is mostly present in the

432 form of carbonate. Many authors have studied photo catalytic reduction of

433 carbonate with the formation of a variety of compounds. Ku et al. [54] studied the

434 photo catalytic reduction of carbonate in aqueous solution by the UV/TiO2 process.

435 The photo catalytic reduction of carbonate proceeded faster in acidic solutions than

436 in alkaline solutions. The main products of photo catalytic reduction of carbonate by

437 the UV/TiO2 reduction process were found to be methanol and methane.

Fig. 6 Dependence of yields of methane (a) and methanol (b) on particle size of titania (after irradiation
for 24 h) (reproduced from Ref. [49], with permission from Elsevier; copyright 2009)

Table 3 Product profile for photoreduction of CO2 on TiO2–CoPc systems (reproduced from Ref. [78],

with permission from Elsevier; copyright 2009)

Production ratea (lmol (g cat)-1 h-1)

Ethylene Methane

Cu (0.5 % w/w)–Fe (0.5 % w/w)TiO2/glass plate 0.049 0.060

Cu (0.5 % w/w)–Fe (0.5 % w/w)/TiO2/optical fiber 0.575 0.914

N3-dye-Cu (0.5 % w/w)–Fe (0.5 % w/w)/TiO2/glass plate 0.033 0.148

N3-dye-Cu (0.5 % w/w)–Fe (0.5 % w/w)/TiO2/optical fiber 0.562 0.847

a Production rates were determined on the basis of the average value after irradiation for 4 h. The

artificial light was in the wavelength range 320–500 nm with intensity 225 mW cm-2
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438 A Langmuir–Hinshelwood (L–H)-type kinetic equation was developed for modeling

439 the photo catalytic reduction of carbonate.

440 Sayama et al. [55] investigated the effect of addition of carbonate salt on the

441 photo catalytic decomposition of liquid water over Pt–TiO2 catalyst. It was found

442 that addition of carbonate salts to Pt-loaded suspensions led to highly efficient

443 stoichiometric photo-catalytic decomposition of liquid water into H2 and O2.

444 Neither pH nor cation contributes directly to water splitting. The presence of a high

445 concentration of carbonate ions is essential for catalytic photo-decomposition of

446 water. The carbonate ion affects both the Pt particles and the TiO2 surface. The Pt

447 was coated with titanium hydroxide compounds and, therefore, the rate of the back

448 reaction (H2O formation from H2 and O2) on the Pt was effectively suppressed in

449 the presence of carbonate ions. On the other hand, the TiO2 surface was readily

450 coated with several types of carbonate species. It is believed that these carbonate

451 species aid desorption of O2 from the TiO2 surface.

452 In place of pure water as the medium for dispersion of the catalysts, an aqueous

453 solution of KHCO3 [52] or NaOH has occasionally been used. Use of NaOH is

454 beneficial because OH- ions act as hole scavengers, thereby retarding electron–hole

455 recombination and, simultaneously, the alkaline solution increases the solubility of

456 CO2 compared with pure water [56].

457 Photoreduction with other reductants

458 Some researchers have attempted to replace water with other reductants. This results

459 in high reaction yield and high selectivity for the desired products by changing the

460 mechanism. Liu et al. [57] conducted an experiment with CdS in different solvents,

461 including water, methanol, ethanol, and 1-propanol, with dielectric constants of 80,

462 33, 24.3, and 20.1, respectively. The results indicated that if low-dielectric constant

463 solvents or low-polarity solvents are used CO2
- anion radicals can be strongly

464 adsorbed on the surface via the carbon atom of another CO2
- anion radical pre-

465 sorbed on surface Cd sites because these radicals are not completely solvated by low-

466 polarity solvents. Here, CO is produced as the major reduction product of CO2. If a

467 high-dielectric-constant solvent is used (e.g., water), the CO2
- anion radicals can be

468 greatly stabilized by the solvent, resulting in weak interactions with the photocatalyst

469 surface. Similar effects of solvents have been observed on titania embedded in SiO2

470 matrices [58]. Subsequently, the carbon atom of the radical tends to react with a

471 proton to produce formic acid. Kaneco et al. [59] and later Dey et al. [60, 61] showed

472 that photo-catalytic reduction of CO2 using TiO2 suspension in aqueous solutions

473 containing 2-propanol as hole scavenger led predominantly to formation of methane.

474 photo catalytic reduction of CO2 with water: state of the art

475 On semiconducting oxides

476 Inoue et al. [41] were the first to report the photo catalytic reduction of CO2 in

477 aqueous solutions to produce a mixture of formaldehyde, formic acid, methanol, and
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478 methane using a variety of wide-band-gap semiconductors, for example tungsten

479 trioxide (WO3), titanium dioxide (TiO2), zinc oxide (ZnO), cadmium sulfide (CdS),

480 gallium phosphide (GaP), and silicon carbide (SiC). These semiconductors were

481 activated by both xenon and mercury lamp irradiation. Formaldehyde and methanol

482 yields were the highest in the presence of SiC, behavior attributed to the position of

483 the SiC CB relative to the HCHO/H2CO3 redox potential. The SiC CB edge lies at a

484 higher position (more negative) than the HCHO/H2CO3 redox potential, which is

485 believed to be responsible for the high rates of product formation. The absence of

486 methanol when WO3 was used as catalyst, with a CB at a position lower than the

487 HCHO/H2CO3 redox potential, further indicates the effect of band-edge positions on

488 CO2 reduction (Fig. 4).

489 Investigations related to the photosynthesis reaction of CO2 with water vapor to

490 form CH4 over metal-loaded SrTiO3 have also been conducted. Because of its

491 higher CB-edge position compared with the redox potential of CH3OH/H2CO3,

492 strontium titanate could effectively reduce carbon dioxide dissolved in an aqueous

493 electrolyte [62, 63]. Halmann et al. [62] studied the doping of transition and noble

494 metals such as Ru, V, and Cr on TiO2 and observed that the rate of production of

495 organic compounds such as formic acid, formaldehyde, and methanol increased

496 when TiO2 was doped with RuO2.

497 Titania and titania loaded with metals or oxides as co-catalysts

498 Anpo et al. [64] studied the photo catalytic reduction of CO2 with H2O on a variety

499 of titanium oxide catalysts. The anatase-type TiO2 catalyst with large band gap and

500 numerous surface-OH groups resulted in highly efficient formation of methane. The

501 yields of the photo catalytic reactions were highly dependent on the kind of catalyst,

502 the ratio of CO2 to H2O, and the reaction temperature. The best H2O/CO2 mole ratio

503 for conversion of carbon dioxide was observed [64] to be 5 (Fig. 7).

504 Addition of Pt to the TiO2 led to increased methane yield compared with

505 methanol formation. Anpo et al. [64, 65] have studied in detail the use of highly

506 dispersed titanium dioxide on glass for photo catalytic reduction of carbon dioxide.

507 From direct detection of intermediate species by use of a variety of spectroscopic

508 techniques, they proposed that methane formation resulted from the reaction

509 between surface carbon radicals and atomic hydrogen (Scheme 6).

510 Use of Cu as a co-catalyst has been reported by Adachi and Mijuna [66]. Cu-

511 loaded TiO2 powder was suspended in a pressurized solution of CO2 at ambient

512 temperature; methane and ethylene were produced under Xe lamp illumination.

513 Tseng et al. [56] also studied the effect of copper loading on titania. The methanol

514 yield of 2.0 % (w/w) Cu/TiO2 was 118 lmol/g after UV illumination for 6 h. The

515 yield was much higher than those of sol–gel TiO2 and Degussa P25. The

516 redistribution of the electric charge and the Schottky barrier of Cu and TiO2

517 facilitates electron trapping via supported Cu. The photo catalytic efficiency of Cu/

518 TiO2 was markedly increased because of reduction of the probability of re-

519 combination of hole–electron pairs. The highest quantum and energy efficiency

520 achieved were 10 and 2.5 %, respectively. Slamet et al. [67]. suggested that CuO

521 may be the most active dopant compared with the other copper species. Because
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522 Cu2O has the highest positive redox potential value of Cu?, Cu2O dopant should

523 effectively act as an electron trapper to prohibit electron–hole recombination.

524 However, owing to the relatively strong interaction between TiO2 and the dopant

525 particle implanted in the vacant sites of TiO2, the dopant with more positive redox

526 potential efficiently catches electrons from the CB edge. Consequently the dopant-

527 trapped electrons are more difficult to transform to the adsorbed species on catalyst

528 surface which may, therefore, be a center for electron–hole recombination.

529 Titania per se is active in photo catalytic reduction of CO2 with H2O, but the rates

530 are extremely low because its CB edge is not suitable for water and CO2 reduction,

531 though it can readily oxidize water [68]. Promotion with co-catalysts, for example

532 Pt [69] (Fig. 8), Ru [70], Rh [71], Ni [43] and Ag [72] (Fig. 9) vastly enhances the

533 rate in several ways, for example by charge separation, retarding re-combination,

Fig. 7 Time profiles of the photo catalytic reaction of CO2 (0.05 mmol g-1) and H2O to produce CH4 on
titanium dioxide anchored on PVG, and the effect of H2O to CO2 ratio on the yields of the products.
Numbers represent the ratio of H2O to CO2 (reproduced from Ref. [61], with permission from Elsevier;
copyright 1995)

Scheme 6 Schematic representation of the photo catalytic reduction of CO2 with H2O on anchored
titanium dioxide (reproduced from Ref. [61], with permission from Elsevier; copyright 1995)
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534 and trapping of charge carriers, besides activation of CO2 and water reduction and

535 facilitating further surface transformations leading to hydrocarbon products.

536 Effects of bi-metallics on TiO2 were also studied by Luo et al. [73] for CO2

537 reduction on copper and cerium-co-doped titanium dioxide. photo catalytic copper

538 and cerium co-doped titanium dioxide were prepared via the equivalent-volume

539 incipient wetness impregnation method. Methanol yield could rapidly reach 180.3

540 lmol/g catalyst. Ce atoms activated H2O and CO2 molecules whereas Cu atoms act

541 as the channel for photoelectrons in real time and prevent recombination of

542 electrons and holes.

543 A significant breakthrough in the photo catalytic reduction of gas phase CO2 by

544 solar radiation has recently been achieved by Varghese et al. [68], by use of

545 nitrogen-doped TiO2 nano tube arrays and co-catalysis with copper and/or Pt nano

546 particles—CO2 and water vapor were reduced to methane and other hydrocarbons

547 under natural sunlight. The yield of methane was reported to be 111 ppm cm-2 h-1

548 (160 ll/g h) with quantum efficiency of 0.74 % (Fig. 10). The high rate of CO2

549 conversion is because the high surface area and nano scale wall thickness of the

550 nano tubes enables the surface species to readily receive both charge carriers

551 generated near the surface, because of wave function overlap, and those generated

552 deep inside the wall, via diffusion.

553 Titanates with layered structure

554 Guan et al. [74] studied the reduction of CO2 with water over a hybrid catalyst

555 comprising a Pt-loaded K2Ti6O13 photocatalyst combined with a Fe-based catalyst

556 supported on a de-aluminated Y-type zeolite (Fe–Cu–K/DAY). In this reaction

557 system, the Pt/K2Ti6O13 catalyst decomposes water to produce H2 and the Fe–Cu–

558 K/DAY catalyst reduces CO2 with the resulting H2 into organic compounds. When

559 the reaction temperature is increased from room temperature to 600 K by

Fig. 8 Effect of Pt metal content in Pt/TO-NP on methane yield in photo catalytic reduction of CO2 after
irradiation for 7 h at 323 K H2O/CO2 = 0.02 (reproduced from Ref. [66], with permission from Elsevier;
copyright 2009)
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560 concentrating the solar irradiation, the product yield of hydrogen increased from

561 13.7 to 20.5 lmol/g h. Formic acid, methanol, and ethanol were also obtained.

562 Guan et al. [75] also reported use of a Pt-loaded K2Ti6O13 photocatalyst combined

Fig. 9 Dependence of product yields on Ag content of Ag/TiO2 (after 24 h) (reproduced from Ref. [69],
with permission from Elsevier; copyright 2010)

Fig. 10 Rate of hydrocarbon generation by N-doped TiO2 nano tube arrays with Pt (NT/Pt) and Cu (NT/
Pt) co-catalysts, annealed at 460 or 600 �C, as indicated (reproduced from Ref. [65], with permission
from the American Chemical Society; copyright 2009)
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563 with a CO2 hydrogenation catalyst, Cu/ZnO. When the composite catalyst was used

564 under concentrated sunlight, CH3OH was successfully formed in addition to the

565 above products. Guan et al. [76] also investigated reduction of CO2 over zero-valent

566 Fe0 and Fe0-based composites in an aqueous solution at room temperature. It was

567 found that H2, with a small amount of hydrocarbons, can be effectively evolved

568 from water over zero-valent Fe0 in the presence of gaseous CO2. When the Fe0 was

569 combined with Cu, K, and Al, hydrocarbons such as CH4 and C3H8 and alcohols

570 such as CH3OH and C2H5OH were also produced. XPS, XRD, and photo-emission

571 yield measurements revealed that the Fe0 surface and the bulk was oxidized to

572 Fe3O4 and other possible oxides during the reaction. This corrosion process is

573 promoted by the dissolution of CO2 in water and the resulting protons oxidize Fe0 to

574 evolve H2. Moreover, the evolved H2 serves as the reactant for hydrogenation of

575 CO2 on the active site of Fe0, especially for the Fe0–K–Al and Fe0–Cu–K–Al

576 composites.

577 Titania dispersed on different meso/nano porous and macrocyclic matrices

578 Ulagappan et al. [77, 78] used Ti-silicalite molecular sieves as a catalyst for 266 nm

579 UV laser radiation-induced reduction of CO2 and H2O gas mixtures, obtaining

580 HCOOH, CO and HCOOCH3. The origin of the products was studied by IR

581 spectroscopy, which indicated that CO originated from secondary photolysis of

582 HCOOH whereas HCOOCH3 was the result of spontaneous Tishchenko reaction of

583 CH2=O.

584 Photocatalysts prepared within the zeolite cavity and framework have a unique

585 local structure and high selectivity in photoreduction. Titanium oxide species

586 embedded within a zeolite framework have been found to exist as isolated

587 tetrahedral titanium oxide species. These Ti-containing zeolite catalysts had high

588 photo catalytic efficiency and selectivity for formation of methanol. Anpo et al. [79]

589 conducted CO2 photoreduction using TiO2 in well-dispersed isolated state in

590 Y-zeolite cavities, in tetrahedral co-ordination, and observed high selectivity for

591 methanol formation, whereas aggregates of titania in the octahedral state on zeolites

592 and bulk TiO2 resulted in methane formation. Surface structure/surface co-

593 ordination of titania (determined by EXAFS) has a profound effect on the selectivity

594 CO2 photoreduction to methanol, as shown in Fig. 11. Ti-MCM-48 mesoporous

595 zeolite, with large pores and three dimensional channels, was more active and

596 selective in methanol formation than Ti-MCM-41 (Fig. 12), with a one-dimensional

597 pore structure [80, 81].

598 Macrocyclic ligands, for example Pcs and Prs, have high absorption coefficients

599 in the solar spectrum, especially in the visible region, and good chemical stability;

600 they are, hence, preferred for sensitization of titania and other semiconductors [7–

601 12]. Liu et al. [12, 82] reported photo catalytic reduction of carbon dioxide using

602 sol–gel-derived titania-supported CoPc catalysts. In-situ synthesis results in the

603 formation of isolated CoPc species (within the confined space of mesoporous

604 titania) which effectively absorb visible light enabling ultrafast injection of

605 electrons from the excited state into the CB of the titania support, thus helping

606 charge-carrier separation and increasing photo-conversion efficiency [12, 82].
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607 Because the reported band gap for TiO2 is 3.22 vs. 2.14 eV for CoPc, such a

608 sensitization process is highly feasible. CO2 photoreduction data presented in

609 Table 4 show that the in-situ CoPc/TiO2 catalyst is more active than a simple

610 mechanical mixture of CoPc and TiO2, indicating a co-operative effect between

611 dispersed CoPc and the titania surface enables effective transfer of photogenerated

612 electrons.

613 Xia et al. [83] studied the reduction of CO2 with H2O using multi-walled carbon

614 nano tube [MWCNT]-supported TiO2. The catalysts were prepared by both the sol–

615 gel and hydrothermal methods. In the sol–gel method, the MWCNTs were coated

616 with anatase TiO2 nano particles; in the hydrothermal method, rutile TiO2 nano rods

617 were uniformly deposited on the MWCNTs. The composite catalysts prepared by

618 the sol–gel method resulted mainly in the formation of C2H5OH whereas HCOOH

Fig. 11 Relationship between the selectivity of methanol formation in the reduction of CO2 with H2O
and the co-ordination number of TiO2 species determined by EXAFS investigation (reproduced from
Ref. [61], with permission from Elsevier; copyright 2003)

Table 4 Rate of production of methane and ethylene over TiO2-based catalysts under artificial light—

effect of the type of photoreactor on reaction rate (reproduced from Ref. [51], with permission from

Elsevier; copyright 2008)

Catalyst Product yield (lmol/g catalyst)

HCOOH CH3OH HCHO Total organic carbon

TiO2 221 – – 221

1 % (w/w) CoPc/TiO2 450.6 12.1 38.5 501.2

0.7 % in-situ CoPc/TiO2 1487 93 134.3 1714
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619 was the major product on the sample prepared by the hydrothermal method. It is

620 likely that the preparation methods adopted may expose surface titania in different

621 co-ordination and/or environments, facilitating surface transformations via different

622 pathways, leading to changes in product distribution and/or selectivity [84].

623 CO2 photoreduction using external hydrogen

624 Many researchers have studied the photo catalytic reduction of CO2 using external

625 hydrogen. Lo et al. [85] studied the photoreduction of carbon dioxide with H2 and

626 H2O over TiO2 and ZrO2 in a circulated photo catalytic reactor. Experimental

627 results indicated that the highest yield in the photoreduction of CO2 was obtained

628 using TiO2 with H2 ? H2O and ZrO2 with H2. Photoreduction of CO2 over TiO2

629 with H2 ? H2O formed CH4, CO, and C2H6 with yields of 8.21, 0.28, and 0.20

630 lmol/g, respectively, whereas photoreduction of CO2 over ZrO2 with H2 formed CO

631 with a yield of 1.24 lmol/g. The detected reaction products supported the

632 proposition of two reaction pathways for photoreduction of CO2 over TiO2 and

633 ZrO2 with H2 and H2O, respectively. A one-site L–H kinetic model was used to

634 simulate the rate of photoreduction of CO2.

635 Mixed metal oxide catalysts for CO2 photoreduction

636 Tsuneoka et al. [86] performed CO2 photoreduction over MgO, CaO, ZrO2, Ga2O3,

637 and Al2O3. Ga2O3 had the highest photo catalytic activity in this process, and CO

638 gas was selectively generated at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. The

639 amount of CO gas evolved depended not only on the amount of CO2 adsorbed but

640 also on the amount of H2 adsorbed on Ga2O3 (Scheme 7). The chemisorbed CO2

Scheme 7 Mechanism of photo catalytic reduction of CO2 over Ga2O3 in the presence of hydrogen
(reproduced from Ref. [82], with permission from the American Chemical Society; copyright 2010)
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641 species involved in the photo catalytic reduction of CO2 over Ga2O3 was not the

642 bi-dentate bicarbonate species but the mono-dentate bicarbonate species. Dissocia-

643 tively adsorbed hydrogen on Ga2O3 reduced the mono-dentate bicarbonate to the

644 bi-dentate formate under photoirradiation (Fig. 13). The bi-dentate formate, which

645 was an intermediate in the photo catalytic reduction, decomposed to CO. An L–H-

646 type mechanism is proposed for photo catalytic reduction of CO2 over Ga2O3, which

647 is not the case for ZrO2 or MgO.

648 Teramura et al. [87] performed photo catalytic reduction of CO2 using H2 as

649 reductant over ATaO3 photocatalysts (A = Li, Na, K). Only CO gas was generated

650 over all samples under photoirradiation. The photo catalytic activity was higher in

651 the order LiTaO3 [ NaTaO3 [ KTaO3 (Fig. 14). This order of the photo catalytic

652 activity was consistent with that of the Eg (band gap) values. For ATaO3 the amount

Fig. 12 Yields of CH4 and CH3OH in the photo catalytic reduction of CO2 with H2O on TiO2 powder
(a), and on TS-1 (b), Ti-MCM-41 (c), and Ti-MCM-48 (d) zeolite catalysts (reproduced from Ref. [77],
with permission from Elsevier; copyright 1998)

Fig. 13 Adsorbed CO2 species
on Ga2O3: (a) mono-dentate
bicarbonate, (b) bi-dentate
bicarbonate, (c) bi-dentate
formate (reproduced from
Ref. [82], with permission from
the American Chemical Society;
copyright 2010)
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653 of CO gas evolved is highly dependent on the amount of chemisorbed CO2. In

654 addition, photo catalytic activity increased with increasing the temperature of

655 calcination of LiTaO3. This means that smooth charge separation in the LiTaO3

656 photocatalyst and chemisorption of CO2 on the surface contribute to effective

657 reduction of CO2 in the presence of H2.

658 Catalyst systems other than TiO2

659 Watanabe [88] studied the photosynthesis of methanol and methane from CO2 and

660 H2O molecules on a ZnO surface. Photochemical synthesis of methanol and

661 methane from CO2 and H2O was observed at 5 �C by irradiating ZnO powder with

662 visible light under high pressure (25–35 kg/cm2) CO2 gas. Using a 75 W Xe lamp

663 the best conversion efficiency was approximately 6 % relative to reactant H2O

664 molecules.

665 Kanemoto et al. [89] studied the photoreduction of carbon dioxide over ZnS

666 quantum crystallites. Dissolution of CO2 in water gives an aqueous solution of

667 pH 3.7 under a pressure of 1 atm. ZnS is unstable under acidic conditions,

668 decomposing into H2S and Zn2? on reaction with the acid. Freshly prepared

669 colloidal ZnS suspensions effectively catalyze photoreduction of CO2 in water at

670 pH 7 with NaH2PO2 in the presence of Na2S under UV irradiation. Wang et al. [90]

Fig. 14 Amount of CO gas evolved in photo catalytic reduction of CO2 with external H2 as reductant
over ATaO3 (A = Li, Na, K) after photoirradiation for 24 h (reproduced from Ref. [83], with permission
from Elsevier; copyright 2010)
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671 achieved photo catalytic evolution of H2 from water in the presence of carbon

672 dioxide over NiO/Ca2Fe2O5. It is believed that CO2 may react with water to form

673 HCO3
- and CO3

2-, which promote the scavenging of holes by OH, and thus

674 enhance the photo catalytic activity. At the same time, some of the CO2 is photo

675 catalytically reduced to formic acid.

676 Ahmed et al. [91] studied the photo catalytic conversion of carbon dioxide into

677 methanol by use of zinc–copper–M(III) (M = Al, Ga) layered double hydroxides

678 (LDHs). These LDH compounds were used as photocatalysts to convert gaseous

679 CO2 (2.3 kPa) to methanol or CO under UV–visible light by use of hydrogen. Zn–

680 Al LDH was the most active for CO2 photoreduction and the major product was CO,

681 formed at a rate of 620 nmol h-1 g-1 cat, whereas methanol was the major product

682 formed by inclusion of Cu in the LDH photocatalysts; for example, it was formed at

683 a rate of 170 nmol h-1 g-1 catalyst by use of Zn–Cu–Ga photocatalyst.

684 Yan et al. [92] studied the CO2 photoreduction using mesoporous ZnGa2O4. A

685 reactive templating route for preparation of mesoporous ZnGa2O4 at room

686 temperature has been reported. If RuO2 is used as co-catalyst the as-prepared

687 mesoporous ZnGa2O4 has high photo catalytic activity in the conversion of CO2 into

688 CH4 under light irradiation, because of strong gas adsorption and the large specific

689 surface area of the mesoporous photocatalyst.

690 Kinetics and mechanism of CO2 photoreduction with water

691 Formation of different transient surface species and their transformation on TiO2

692 during photo catalytic reduction of CO2 by water was traced by Anpo et al. [64] by

693 use of ESR, EXAFS, and other spectroscopic techniques. Ti3?, H, C, and CH3

694 radicals were detected by ESR studies performed at 77 K. The charge-transfer

695 excited state (Ti3?–O-)3* with Ti in tetrahedral co-ordination, formed by

696 absorption of light energy, was proposed as the active site on which CO2 is

697 reduced to CO and C, and which, on addition of active surface hydrogen, forms

698 hydrocarbons. Further mechanistic pathways have also been elucidated (Scheme 6).

699 These observations find support in a recent publication by Dimitrijevic et al. [93],

700 who reported detailed low-temperature ESR measurements on TiO2 nano particles

701 dispersed in aqueous alkaline solutions which indicated formation of H atoms and

702 *OH radicals, in addition to methyl (•CH3) and methoxy (•CH3O) radicals, on the

703 surface. Formation of surface formate species is proposed as the initial step, in

704 accordance with Scheme 8, below.

CO2 þ 2e� þ Hþ ! HCOO� ð22Þ

706706
707 On the basis of in-situ IR spectroscopic studies Wu and Huang [94, 95] proposed

708 a different route involving HCOOH as the primary intermediate. IR absorption

709 bands arising from bicarbonate, carbonate, formate, formaldehyde, and methoxy

710 species on the TiO2 surface have been observed, indicating transformation pathways

711 in the same order (Scheme 9).
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712 Accordingly, methanol is formed via surface methoxy species. Earlier, Subrah-

713 manyam et al. [96] (for mixed oxides of titania) and Sasirekha et al. [70] (for Ru

714 supported on TiO2 dispersed on SiO2) proposed similar surface reaction pathways.

715 Although mechanisms proposed to explain the formation of C1 organic

716 compounds are reasonably well accepted, the pathways leading to formation of

717 C2 and [C2 compounds are not clearly understood. Dimerization of surface C1

718 species has been proposed as a possible route for formation of C2 hydrocarbon

719 products [97], although direct experimental evidence of this is lacking.

720 Ulagappan and Frei [77, 78] performed a mechanistic study of the reaction with

721 methanol as electron donor on Ti-silicalite using in-situ FT-IR spectroscopy and

722 traced the reaction pathway using isotopic labeling studies with C18 O2, 13CO2, and

723 13CH3OH. HCOOH was identified as the primary product, pyrolysis of which gives

724 CO. In the absence of methanol, water was confirmed as the electron donor.

725 A recent publication by Yang et al. [98, 99] on photo catalytic reduction of CO2

726 using Ti-SBA-15 reports investigation of the effects on product patterns of varying

727 feed composition, with a view to understanding the reaction mechanism. In

728 particular, addition of CO, H2, in the place of H2O, methanol, and formaldehyde

Scheme 8 Proposed mechanism of photo catalytic CO2 reduction over TiO2 (reproduced from Ref. [90],
with permission from Springer Science and Business Media; copyright 2009)

Scheme 9 Proposed mechanism of photo catalytic transformation of CO2 to methoxy radical over TiO2

in the presence of dissociated and/or bound water (reproduced from Ref. [89], with permission from the
American Chemical Society; copyright 2011)
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729 was studied in detail. Whereas CH4, C2H4, and C2H6 were produced at reasonable

730 rates by use of CO ? H2O, with a mixture of CO ? H2, the rates of reaction were

731 very low. It was concluded that H2O was a more efficient reductant with CO2 or CO

732 than H2. CH3OH was not a significant product, and when added with the feed it did

733 not increase the reaction rate. Similarly, added formic acid also did not enhance

734 product formation. These observations rule out methanol or formic acid as

735 intermediates in the formation of hydrocarbons on Ti-SBA-15. However, added

736 formaldehyde underwent facile conversion to hydrocarbon products. On the basis of

737 detailed analysis of the products, it was proposed that CO2 photoreduction proceeds

738 through formation of CO in the initial stages, followed by its conversion to

739 formaldehyde, which in turn is converted to other hydrocarbon products. The Ti–

740 OH site, which on photo-activation is converted to [Ti(III)–O]*, is regarded as the

741 active site [77]. A reaction mechanism (Scheme 10) which does not involve formic

742 acid as intermediate has been proposed.

743 Yang et al. [98, 99] observed that the backward reaction, i.e., oxidation of

744 hydrocarbons back to CO2 and water, proceeds to a significant extent. This implies

745 that the oxygen produced by the splitting of water, which is responsible for the

746 backward reaction, must be removed effectively to increase hydrocarbon yields.

747 Means of separating physically the oxidation and reduction sites would be crucial in

748 this respect. It is clear that the reaction mechanism is quite complex and depends on

749 the type of the catalysts and/or active sites.

750 An in-depth understanding of the reaction mechanism and the rapid deactivation

751 of the photocatalyst would be helpful in the development of superior catalysts for

752 this process, which has the potential to emerge as a sustainable route for production

753 of fuels and chemicals.

754 Kinetic models for photo catalytic reduction of CO2 with water on titania have

755 been reported by Lo et al. [85] and Tan et al. [100]. Both authors have used a single

756 site L–H-type kinetic model to simulate the process. Lo et al. [85] successfully

757 validated their model with a pseudo-first-order reaction rate equation by use of

758 experimental data. Tan et al. [100] adopted the reaction scheme involving formation

759 of surface carbon radicals, as proposed by Anpo et al. [64], and could predict rates

Scheme 10 Mechanism for photo catalytic reduction of CO2 with water on Ti-SBA-15 (reproduced from
Ref. [94], with permission from Elsevier; copyright 2011)
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760 of formation of methane and hydrogen. Koci et al. [101], by applying the L–H

761 model, checked the suitability of the two reaction mechanisms proposed, i.e., one by

762 Anpo et al. [64] and the other by Wu and Huang [94] and observed that their

763 model supports Anpo’s mechanism wherein CO is proposed as the primary

764 intermediate.

765 Deactivation of catalysts

766 In some cases [69, 70, 102, 103] the catalysts reported for photoreduction of CO2

767 tend to become deactivated within short a period, although in a few cases activity

768 beyond 20 h has been reported. Transformation of photo-activated CO2 to

769 hydrocarbons proceeds through several hydrocarbon intermediates, whose identity

770 or nature is yet to be established. Accumulation of these intermediates on the

771 catalyst surface and blocking of the active sites is a major reason for catalyst

772 deactivation. For catalyst nano particles dispersed in liquid media, coagulation and

773 reduction in light absorption power [70] and changes in the oxidation state of metal

774 ions [102] may lead to catalyst deactivation. Regeneration with air helps to restore

775 the activity. However the phenomenon of catalyst deactivation in this process needs

776 further study, especially when large-scale applications of this process are desired.

777 CO2 photoreduction in the homogeneous phase by use of metal
778 complexes

779 Use of transition metal complexes as catalysts for CO2 photoreduction [104] has

780 several advantages, for example facile synthetic routes, well-defined structure which

781 can be easily adapted to suit the application, metal centers amenable to redox

782 processes, ability to activate CO2, and, above all, can be photo-active themselves,

783 although an external sensitizer could be used if necessary. Homogeneous catalyst

784 systems useful for this process can be divided into several groups:

785 1 Ru(bpy)3
2?-based catalysts that can act both as photosensitizer and catalyst

786 2 Ru(bpy)3
2?-based catalysts as photosensitizer and another metal complex as

787 catalyst

788 3 Ru(bpy)3
2? and Ru(bpy)3

2?-type complexes as photo sensitizers in micro-

789 heterogeneous systems

790 4 ReX(CO)3(bpy) or a similar complex both as photosensitizer and catalyst;

791 5 Prs both as photosensitizer and catalyst; and

792 6 Organic photosensitizers and a metal complex as catalysts.

793 An advantage of these types of catalyst is that they are amenable to

794 comprehensive spectroscopic characterization at various stages of the process,

795 which could help in tracing reaction pathways and devising means of improving

796 process efficiency. Bipyridyl complexes of Ru and Re (complexes of the type

797 Ru(bpy)2(CO)Xn- (where bpy is 2,2-bipyridine, X = CO, Cl, H, etc.) and Co

798 macrocycles (CoHMD)2? (where HMD is 5,7,7,12,14,14-hexamethyl-1,4,8,11-
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799 tetraazacyclotetradeca-4,11-diene) have been investigated extensively for CO2

800 photoreduction. Typical examples of Ru, Re Co, and Fe complexes and macrocycles

801 studied for photoreduction are given in Table 5.

Table 5 Metal complexes as catalysts for photoreduction of CO2 (reproduced from Ref. [104], with

permission from Elsevier; copyright 1999)

Sensitizer Catalyst or relay Donor Product(s) Ua mol Einstein-1

Ru(bpy)3
2? TEOA HCOO- 0.049b

Ru(bpy)3
2? TEOA HCOO- 0.096c

Ru(bpy)3
2? MV2? TEOA HCOO- 0.01

Ru(bpy)3
2? Co2?/bpy TEA CO, H2

Ru(bpy)3
2? Co2?/Me2phen TEA CO, H2 0.012 (CO) 0.065 (H2)

Ru(bpy)3
2? Ru(bpy)2(CO)2

2? TEOA HCOO- 0.14

Ru(bpy)3
2? Ru(bpy)2(CO)2

2? BNAH HCOO-, CO 0.03 (HCOO-) 0.15

(CO)

Ru(bpy)3
2? Ru(bpy)2(CO)(H)? TEOA HCOO- 0.15

Ru(bpy)3
2? Ru(bpy)2(CO)(X)n?,

X = Cl and CO

TEOA HCOO-

Ru(bpy)3
2? CoHMD2? H2A CO, H2

Ru(bpy)3
2? Nicyclam2? H2A CO, H2 0.001 (CO)

Ru(bpy)3
2? NiPr-cyclam2? H2A CO, H2 Ca. 0.005 (CO)

Ru(bpy)3
2? Ru colloid TEOA CH4 10-4 (CH4)d

Ru(bpy)3
2? Bipyridinium?,

Ru or Os colloid

TEOA CH4, H2 10-4 (CH4)d 10-3 (H2)d

ReCl(bpy)(CO)3 TEOA CO 0.14

ReBr(bpy)(CO)3 TEOA CO 0.15

[ReP(OEt)3(bpy)(CO)3]? TEOA CO 0.38

p-Terphenyl Cocyclam3? TEOA CO, HCOO-,

H2

0.25d (CO ? HCOO-)

p-Terphenyl CoHMD2? TEOA CO, HCOO-,

H2

Phenazine Cocyclam3? TEOA HCOO- 0.07d

FeTPP TEA CO

CoTPP TEA HCOO-, CO

TEOA, triethanolamine; MV2?, methylviologen; TEA, triethylamine; bpy, 2,20-bipyridine; Me2phen, 2,9-

dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline; BNAH, 1-benzyl-1,4-dihydronicotinamide; H2A, ascorbic acid; cyclam,

1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane; Pr-cyclam, 6-((NR)pyridin-4-yl)methyl-1,4,8,11-tetra-

azacyclotetradecane, where R is p-methoxybenzyl or benzyl; TPP, 5,10,15,20-tetraphenyl-21H,23H-

porphine
a Unless otherwise noted, the quantum yield of product formation is defined as the rate of formation

divided by the light intensity
b With 15 % water in DMF
c With 15 % water and excess bpy in DMF
d Assuming two (or eight) photons produce one molecule of the product
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802 Most of the catalysts facilitate reduction of CO2 to CO and/or formate only and some

803 generate hydrogen, although formation of C1 and C2 compounds has been observed in

804 the presence of metallic colloids. Willner et al. [105] observed that Ru and Os colloids,

805 in homogeneous phase, with Ru(bpy)3
2? as photo-sensitizer, triethanolamine, as

806 electron donor, and N,N0-dimethyl 2,2-bipyridinium as charge relay, led to the

807 conversion of CO2 to methane, ethylene, and hydrogen. However, changing over to

808 Ru(II)tris(bipyrazine) as sensitizer results in methane, ethylene, and ethane but with no

809 evolution of hydrogen. H2 evolution is thus inhibited by addition of bipyrazine, whereas

810 methane formation is inhibited by addition of thiols. Tuning product selectivity is

811 possible with proper selection of photo-sensitizer, charge relay, and metallic colloids.

812 There are, however, several inherent limitations, for example poor stability of the metal

813 complexes during reaction, deactivation of the catalyst, low conversion, and low

814 reaction rates (typically, TON \300 and TOF \20 h-1), reaction pathways yet to be

815 established, absorption of light in a limited region of the solar spectrum, need to shift

816 from noble metal-based (Ru, Re) to transition metal based (Fe, Co, and Ni) catalysts,

817 avoiding the use of sacrificial donors, and coupling with water oxidation catalysts

818 [106]. A recent perspective on these issues by Grills and Fujita [107] reveals some

819 developments, for example conducting reactions with supramolecular catalyst systems

820 in supercritical CO2 (scCO2) or in scCO2–ionic liquid mixtures.

821 Recent trends

822 Developing alternative catalysts, improving hydrocarbon yields, and arresting

823 catalyst deactivation are the focal points for current research efforts in this area. A

824 notable development is the application of nano-sized titania dispersed on a

825 mesoporous silica matrix of large surface area and pore volume as catalyst for photo

826 catalytic reduction of CO2 with H2O [70, 102, 103]. A mesoporous structure is

827 expected to facilitate faster electron transfer within the matrix and retard charge

828 recombination, both factors leading to increased photo-catalytic activity. The one-

829 pot sol–gel method [102, 103] and evaporation-driven self-assembly in a furnace

830 aerosol reactor have been used to prepare Cu–TiO2–SiO2 catalysts for photo-

831 reduction of CO2 to methane and CO. The catalyst-preparation technique adopted

832 resulted in very high dispersion and effective synergy between the active phases,

833 TiO2 and Cu oxide, in the mesoporous silica matrix, thereby increasing the rate of

834 photo catalytic reduction of CO2 to CO and methane. As shown in Table 6, below,

835 Ying Li et al. [102] observed a distinct synergetic effect between the components

836 when Cu–TiO2–SiO2 prepared by the one-pot sol–gel method was used for CO2

837 photoreduction. Whereas the nominal effects of dispersion of TiO2 on SiO2

838 (increase in CO formed from 8.1 to 22.7 lmol/g TiO2/h) and Cu loading on TiO2

839 (increase in CO formed from 8.1 to 11.8 lmol/g TiO2/h and additional methane

840 formation of 1.8 lmol/g TiO2/h) could be observed separately, the synergistic effect

841 in the composite catalyst was apparent from the significant increase in CO

842 (60 lmol/g TiO2/h) and methane formation (10 lmol/g TiO2/h). Specific catalyst

843 preparation techniques thus facilitate positive interaction between the components

844 of the composite, leading to improved performance.
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845 Pioneering work performed by Anpo and co-workers on a dispersion of titania as

846 isolated nano-sized and molecular sized particles on micro-porous zeolite and

847 mesoporous silica matrices has demonstrated that the local structure (surface

848 coordination, tetrahedral vs. octahedral) and electronic states undergo significant

849 modifications, affecting photo catalytic activity. Such a strategy for preparation of

850 dispersed active phases, as described in a recent review [108], would be highly

851 useful for design of improved catalysts.

852 Several novel catalyst systems, for example Ni at NiO/InTaO4 [109], NiO/

853 Co3O4–InNbO4 [110], niobates in different forms, Pt/NaNb3O8, HNb3O8 nano belts

854 [111], Pt/HNb3O8 [112, 113], silica-pillared HNb3O8 [114], Ag loaded layered

855 titanates, ALa4Ti4O15 (A = Ca, Sr, Ba) [115], CuGaO2, and CuGa(1-x)FexO2 [116],

856 with significant CO2 reduction capabilities have been investigated. Pt/mesoporous

857 ZnGe oxynitride [117], and heterojunction photocatalysts, for example FeTiO3/TiO2

858 [118], CdS(Bi2S3)TiO2 [119], and mesoporous Ga2O3 are another set of promising

859 catalysts that deserve further investigation. Other notable developments in this area

860 are the preparation and characterization of novel hetero structures based on ZnO–

861 Fe2O3 [120], mesoporous TiO2-xNx with unique worm-hole type morphology [121],

862 adoption of solution combustion methods, and investigation of synergistic effects of

863 N and S co-doping on titania [122].

864 Given the fact that backward reaction of CO2 reduction products reduce overall

865 yield of hydrocarbons, efforts are in progress to devise a reactor system in which

866 anode oxidation and cathode reductions are carried out in different compartments

867 separated by a proton-conducting membrane [123]. In processes that use a sacrificial

868 electron donor, methods have been developed for regeneration and recycling of the

869 donor so that process efficiency could be improved [124, 125]. Kim et al. [126].

870 have observed improvement in photo catalytic reduction of CO2 after use of a thin

871 Nafion layer on Pd/TiO2 catalyst. The Nafion layer is expected to promote local

872 proton activity within the layer, stabilize intermediates during CO2 reduction, and

873 inhibit re-oxidation of the reduction products.

874 Future directions

875 photo catalytic reduction of carbon dioxide with water to fuels and/or chemicals

876 (methane, methanol, etc.) is an emerging area of research toward use of abundant

877 sunlight. Although the process has the potential to become a viable and sustainable

Table 6 CO and CH4 formation on Cu/TiO2 dispersed on mesoporous silica catalysts—synergetic effect

[103]

Catalyst CO formation

(lmol/g TiO2/h)

CH4 formation

(lmol/g TiO2/h)

TiO2 8.1 –

TiO2–SiO2 22.7 –

4 % Cu/TiO2 11.8 1.8

0.5 % Cu/TiO2–SiO2 60.0 10
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878 source of energy as an alternative to fossil fuels, it has resulted in several difficult

879 challenges to scientists and technologists which have yet to be tackled, namely:

880 • facilitating activation of two of the most thermodynamically stable molecules,

881 CO2 and H2O;

882 • conversions achieved so far are extremely small, \1 %, occurring at very slow

883 rate;

884 • catalysts tend to become deactivated very quickly;

885 • the CO2 photoreduction process is highly complex, involving multi-electron

886 transfer, and is non-selective, leading to a range of C1–C3 compounds—reaction

887 pathways have not yet been established;

888 • design of catalysts consisting of photo-active phase and/or support and co-

889 catalysts aided by metal ion and/or anion doping and light harvesting

890 components and/or sensitizers, as a functionally integrated composite, is equally

891 complex;

892 • ideal catalysts are expected to have maximum efficiency at absorption of solar

893 energy and have requisite band energy-level characteristics to drive the redox

894 reactions;

895 • the process involves two steps, splitting of water and reduction of carbon

896 dioxide, which is thermodynamically more favorable; because the second step

897 involves multi-electron transfer, rates are very slow compared with the first step;

898 these two steps must be synchronized to achieve higher yields of hydrocarbons;

899 • multiple and complex surface reaction pathways that involve several carbon-

900 containing ion radicals, render the selective formation of methane or methanol a

901 difficult task;

902 • further decomposition of the products and promotion of backward reactions also

903 contribute to lower yields;

904 • catalyst deactivation proceeds through formation of carbonaceous species on the

905 surface, implying that the metal function responsible for the hydrogenation of

906 carbonaceous species must be improved, although availability of hydrogen via

907 water splitting may not be an issue;

908 • although the primary objectives behind the wide range of modifications of the

909 form of titania, namely promoting visible light activity, retarding the recom-

910 bination of charge carriers by effective physical separation (by doping with

911 metals, anions and cations), facilitating their transport through the titania

912 surface, isolation of titania sites by dispersion on high-surface-area supports, and

913 incorporation of suitable active elements to achieve the required redox reactions,

914 have been realized to a significant extent, the expected improvement in activity

915 has been moderate, a two or fourfold increase, which is too low for any possible

916 practical applications; and

917 • in-depth investigation of surface reaction pathways by in-situ spectroscopic

918 methods, supported by sound theoretical studies on the activation and surface

919 transformations of CO2 and other aspects of the investigation, as detailed in a

920 previous section, would be helpful in controlling deactivation and achieving

921 higher conversion.
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922 Nevertheless, research efforts on these topics are being pursued with the

923 objectives of designing efficient catalyst systems to achieve higher yields of the

924 desired products and improving catalyst life.

925 Efforts in the future must be toward the development of alternative catalysts,

926 based on different semiconducting metal oxides/sulfides/nitrides/phosphides, lay-

927 ered titanates, and binary and ternary oxides of Nb, Ta, Ga, and In, in conjunction

928 with alkaline, alkaline earth, and rare earth oxides and with a host of co-catalysts

929 and sensitizers [1, 3, 7, 8, 18–22, 40, 97, 123, 127–129].

930 The following areas/aspects, especially, are worth further exploration.

931 • Several binary and ternary oxides of Bi, V, Nb, and Ta with group IIIA

932 elements, for example Al, Ga, and In, are known to be efficient catalysts for

933 photo catalytic splitting of water in the visible region [130, 131]. These systems

934 with suitable co-catalysts, for example NiO could be excellent catalysts for CO2

935 photoreduction.

936 • Most of these oxides are synthesized by high-temperature solid-state reaction

937 with very low surface area. Soft chemistry routes could be investigated to obtain

938 high-surface-area samples. However, in such cases, the contribution of residual

939 carbon on the catalysts must be taken into account.

940 • These compounds have well-defined crystal structure and hence their solid state

941 and photo-physical properties could be fine-tuned to derive maximum

942 performance.

943 • Performance of such photocatalysts could be improved further by forming

944 composites with advanced materials, for example CNT [83], graphene [132],

945 and Nafion [126] which facilitate free and rapid transfer of charge carriers could

946 be another way to improve performance.

947 • Studies should be conducted on modes of adsorption and activation of CO2 on

948 metals and metal oxides which act as co-catalysts—experimental and theoretical

949 approaches should be pursued.

950 • Use of different co-catalysts, and single and bi-component systems, should be

951 investigated.

952 • The mechanistic pathways of transformation of transient surface species and

953 formation of C2 and higher carbon-number products should be elucidated.

954 • Modes of deactivation of catalysts and possibilities of regeneration should be

955 investigated.

956 It is expected that use of photoelectrochemical cells for conversion of CO2 to

957 methanol [133–135] would add another dimension to the process, furnishing

958 improved yields of hydrocarbons. Development of novel and more efficient catalyst

959 systems and prevention of re-oxidation of products could also help to improve the

960 efficiency of the process.
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